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10.10 C-30 Isochronous cyclotron of SINS
by E.Plawski, M.Pachan, J.Sura
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The cyclotron in its actual state characterised by the parameters given in the Table 1 is operational
and is used occasionally for nuclear physics study and target activation on an internal or extracted beam.

Table 1

Particle accelerated

Ion source

Ion source external

Energy, internal beam

Energy, extracted beam

Beam intensity

Beam losses in accel. process

Internal beam intensity in pulse

Extracted beam intensity in pulse

Goal

H

-

multicups

30.0 MeV

30.0 MeV

50 fiA aver.

-

Achieved

H

PIG internal

not finished

31.5 MeV

28.0 MeV

0.1-1.0/i A aver.

70 H- 80%

up to 15 fj,A

up to 8 /AA

Achieved

H+

PIG internal

31.5 MeV

-

15 JAA aver.

5%

150 M

-

The actual H' beam losses between R = 10 -s- 44 cm result from dissociation on gas particles
(mainly from internal ion source) and are connected with the present state of the vacuum system. It was
installed during running-in, only for initial operation, and should be changed as soon as possible.
Vacuum improvement will radically diminish beam losses.

For further development, and achieving commercial isotope production capability, one should
increase a duty factor and approach to c.w. operation. For this purpose, an external ion source, axial
injection and new RF resonators ought to be installed. As this involves costs, these works can be
undertaken only when real interest in isotope production exists in our country.

10.11 Wakefields induced by the relativistic electron beam in TESLA
superconducting accelerating cavities
by E.Plawski
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In the frame of a wide international collaboration, a future linear electron-positron supercollider
is under study. The main efforts are concentrated in DESY Hamburg where the TESLA Test Facility is
under construction in order to verify and to prove the feasibility of the superconducting version of a
collider. The work carried out at SINS Swierk were already reported in 1995 Annual Report [1]. The
computations of wakefields excited by the electron beam in accelerating cavities and beam lines were
continued through 1996. The influence of the cavity length and shape as well as of electron bunch length
on excited wakes were investigated.

The resulting longitudinal energy loss factors and transverse loss factors (the measure of the
transverse momentum kick received by the bunch particle when the bunch passes off the axis) are
summarised in Table 1. The influence of the bunch length on these factors is given in Table 2.

The physics of wakefield generation and detailed procedures of computational evaluations are
described in report [2].


